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CERTIFICATE  
 
HEAD OF A WOMAN  
VERACRUZ, MEXICO – REMOJADAS CULTURE (AD 500-900) 
EX COLLECTION JACQUES CHIRAC 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD: excellent statue moulded in terracotta, representing the face of 
a woman adorned with a cap and earrings and decorated with a bituminous black material 
called Chapopote. The eyes are exalted, the pupil underlined with a striking black iris and the 
mouth is open. Both side of this face are complete with stylized ears adorned with large 
earrings. The elaborate cap encircles the front of the flat headband topped with a turban. 
Good conservation with restorations to the fins of the cap. Missing the lower left mat. Presence 
of ancient patina.  
ORIGIN: The term "classical culture of Veracruz " (or classical culture of the Gulf Coast) 
refers to a cultural area situated north and at the centre of the current state of Veracruz (modern 
day Mexico) in its classical period. The major theme of this art is human sacrifice, most 
notably during ball games. It is usually manifested through impressive and intricate friezes 
which are found on cyclopean monuments and furniture, but also on ceramics and even carved 
bones. 
MEASUREMENTS: Height without the base: 14 cm (5,51″) - Width: 13 cm (5.1″) 
                                     Height including the base: 23,5cm (9,25”) 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE TEST performed by QED Laboratory which confirms the 
dating of this piece. Test N° 1415/FP-0207. 
CULTURAL PASSPORT issued by the French Ministry of Culture, n° 167295. 
MUSEOGRAPHY: Exhibited at the Musée du Président Jacques Chirac in Sarran – France. 
PUBLICATIONS: “Le cinquième soleil - Arts du Mexique” - Musée du président Jacques 
Chirac Paris, 2013, page 136, reference n°105. 
- published in « Collecting Masterpieces » Part one by Beryl Cavallini, pages 108 - 109. 
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